
CHAPTER IV. 

THE THERMAL TREATMENT OF METALS. 

Annealing, Hardening, and Tempering.-The mechanical pro
perties of metals are often, in a great measure, dependent on the 
thennal treatment to which they have been subjected. There 
tJan be no question that the application of heat to a metal may 
produce a remarkable molecular cbange in its structure, the 
11ature of the change depending on that of the metal or alloy, and 
on the treatment it has undergone. It will be well, therefore, to 
consider carefnlly what happens when metals are submitted to 
the three principal operations in vol ving thermal treatment, which 
are knowu respectively as annealing, hardening, and tempering. 
Csually all three are intimately related. Annealiug may be 
defiued as the release of strain in metals, which may itself have 
beeu produced by mechanical treatment, such as hammering, 
rolling, or wiredrawing, or by either rapid or slow cooliug from a 
more or less elevated temperature. As an example of the former, 
it may be mentioned that metals and alloys which have been 
rendered excessively hard by rolling are heated usually to bright 
redness and allowed to cool slowly. In the case of copper, it <loes 
not appear to be important whether the cooling is slow or rapid, 
and in recent years much experimenml evidence has been accunm
lated which tends to show that in the case of certain metals 
which have been hardened, a more or less prolonged exposure to 
a temperature uuder 100º will sensibly anneal them. With some 
metals and alloys, the rapidity with which the cooling is effected is 
very import.ant. Bronze conmiuing about 20 per cent. of tin 1 is 
rendered very malleable by rapid cooling. It is, however, in the 
case of iron and steel that thermal treatment is especially im
portant, although many other alloys may undergo important 
cbanges in properties by varying the thermal treatment. 

Steel, it must be remembered, is modified iron. The name "iron" 
is, in fact, a comprehensive one, for the mechanical behavionr of 
the metal is so singularly changed by influences acting from within 

1 Riche, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., vol. xxx. (1873), p. 417. 
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and without its mass as to lead many to think, with Paracelsus 
th~t iron ~nd steel must ~e two distinct metals, their propertie~ 
bemg so d1fferent. Pure 1ron may be prepared in a forro pliable 
and soft as copper, steel can readily be made sufficiently hard to 
scratch glass; and notwithstanding this e:x.traordinary variance in 
the physical properties of iron and certain kinds of steel the 
chemical difference between them is comparatively very small: and 
would hardly secure attention if it were not for the importance of 
the results to which it gives rise. It is necessary to consider the 
nature of the transformations which iron can sustain, and to see 
how it differs from steel, of which an old writer has said : 1 "Jts 
most useful and advantageous property is that of becoming ex
tremely hard when ignited and plunged in cold water, the hard
ness produced being greater in proportion as the steel is hotter 
and the water colder. The colours which appear on the surface 
of steel slowly heated direct the artist in tempering or reducing 
the hardness of steel to any determinate staudard." There is 
still ~o much _con!,u.sion bet,~e~n the words "temp~r," " tempering," 
and _ha~denmg, m the wntmgs of even very emment authorities, 
that 1t 1s well to keep these old definitions carefully in mind. 
Hardening is the r~sult of rapidly cooling a strongly heated mass 
of steel. Tempermg consists in modifying or reducing the hard
ucss by heating tbe hardened steel to a temperature far short of 
that to which it was raised before hardening; this heating mayor 
may not ~e f~llowed. by rapid cooling. Annealing, as applied to 
steel, cons1Sts m heatmg the mass to a temperature higher than 
that used for tempering, and allowing it to cool slowly. 

~he effec~s of the above treatments may be illustrated by 
takmg a strip of steel and cutting it into three pieces. One piece 
can be bent cold, showing that it is soft; but if it is heated to 
redness and plunged in cold water it will become hard, and will 
hrea~ on any a~tempt to bend it. 'l'he second piece may, after 
he~tmg and rap1d cooling, be again heated to about the melting
poi~t of l?ad, when it will bend readily, but will spring back to a 
stra1ght !me when the ?ending force is removed. The third piece 
may be softened by bemg cooled slowly from a bri<Yht red heat 
and this will bend easily and will remain distorted. 

0 
' 

Th~ meta( has been singularly altered in its properties by com
parati vcly simple treatment, and ali these ohanges, it must be 
remembered, have been produced in a solid metal to which 
nothing has beeu added, and from whioh notbing material has 
been taken away. 

The theory of Lhe operation described above has been labori
ously buil~ up, and its consideration introduces many questions 
of great mterest, both in the bistory of science and in our 
knowledge of molecular physics. 

1 
The First Principles of Chemistry, by W. Nicholson, London, 1760, 

p. 312. 
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History.-First, as regards the history o! the subject. The 
knowledge that steel might be hardened must ha".e been_derived 
from remote antiquity. Copper hardened w1th tm was 1ts only 
predecessor, and it contimwd to be used very long after 1t was 
k.nown that steel might be hardened. It would, moreover, appear 
that a desire to appreciate the difficulties of a people to whom 
cutting instrurnents of hard steel were unknown, seems to ha.ve 
induced experimenters in quite recent times to fashion implement:,s 
of bronze, and a trustworthy authority states that "Sir Francts 
Chantry formed an alloy containing about 16 parts of copper, 2½ 
of zinc and 2¼ of tin, of which he had a razor made, and even 
shaved' with it.'' 1 The Greek alchemical MSS., which have been 
so carefully examined by M. Berthelot, give various receipts, from 
which it is evident that in tbe early days the nature of the 
quenching fluid was considered to be all-important. There were 
certain rivers the waters of which were supposed to be specially 
efficacious. Pliny, who says that the difference betweeu waters 
of various rivers can be recognised by workers in steel, also knew 
that oil might be nsed with advantage for hardening certain 
varieties of the metal. It is sad to think how many of the old 
recipes for hardening and temperin_g have been lost._ Theophilu_s, 
writing in the eleventh century, g1ves very quamt mstruct1ons m 
tite art of bardening steel. 'rhe belief, however, in the efficacy of 
curious nostrums aud solutions for bardening steel conld hardly 
have been firmer in the third century D.C. than in the sixteenth 
of our era. Pure cold water is now usnally employed for harden
ing but it was far too simple a material for many a sixteenth
cen1tury artificer to employ, as is shown by the quaint ~ecipes 
contained in one of the earliest books of trade secrets, wh1ch, by 
its title sbowed tbe existence of the beliel that the "rigbt use of 
alchem;" was to bring chemical knowledge to bear u pon indust~y. 
The earliest edition was published in 1531,2 and the first Engltsb 
translation s in 1583, from which the lollowing extracts may be o! 
interest. "Take snayles, and first drawn water of a red die, of 
which water being taken in the two first monthes of harvest when 
it raynes," boil it with the snails, "then heate your iron red hot 
and quench it therein, and it shall be bardas steele." "Ye may 
do the like with the blood of a man o! xxx years of age and of a 
sanguine complexion, being of a merr~ nature and pl~a~ant . . . . 
distilled in the middst of May." Thts may seem trivial enough, 
but the belief in the efficacy of such solutions survived into the 
nineteenth century, for in a work published in 1810 the artist is 

1 Engines of War, by H. Wilkinson, 1841, p. 194. . .. 
2 Rechte1· Gebra1uh d. Alchimei, 1531. There wcre many Enghsh ed1tions. 
3 '' A profita.ble boke dec1aring clyuers a.pprooued remedies, " etc., London, 

1853. See Prof. l~erguson's 1ea.rned paper II On sorne Early Treat~~ on 
Technological Cbemistry,,, Phil. Soc. Glasgow, Jan. 1886, vol. xv11. p. 
206. 
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prettily directed 1 "to take the root of blue lilies, infnse it in 
wine and quench the steel in it," and the steel will be hard; on 
the other hand, he is told that if he "takes the juico or water of 
common beans and quenches iron or steel in it, it will be soft as 
lead. 11 As must always be the case when the practice of an art is 
purely empírica!, such procedure was often fantastic, but it is by 
no means obsolete, for probably at the present day there are many 
workshops in which sorne artificer could be found with a claim to 
possess a quaint nostrum for hardening steel. Even the use of 
absnrdly compounded baths was supported by theoretical views. 
Otto Tachen,' for instan ce, writing of steel in about the year 1666, 
says tbat ste_el when it is "quencbed in water acquires strength

1 

because the ltght alealy in the water is a true comforter of the 
light acid in the iron, and cutlers do strengthen it with the alcaly 
of animals, '1 hence the use of snails. Again, Lemery s explains in 
mucb the same way the production of steel by heating iron in the 
presence of horns of animals. 

These points have been dwelt npon in arder to bring out clearly 
the fact that the early workers attached great importance to the 
nature _of the fluid in which hot steel was quenched, and they 
were nght, though their theories may have been wrong. The 
degree of rapidity with which heat is abstracted from the steel 
during _the operation of hardening is as important at the present 
day as 1t ever was. Roughly speaking, if steel has to be made 
glass+hard, ice+col~ water, brine, or mercury is used; if it has 
onl! to be made sli~htly hard, hot water or oil may be employed; 
whtle, as Thomas G1ll • suggested in 1818, both "hardening" and 
"temperin_g" may be united in a single operation by plunging the 
hot metal m a bath of molten lead or other suitable metal which 
will, of course, abstract the heat more slowly. ' 

The use of lead and of other metals in hardening steel has, 
however, long been known. Réaumucr O described in 1722 a 
method of hrderung the points of tools by lorcing them wben 
hot mto salid tm and lead, and he hints at the use of solid 
masses of gold, silver, and copper as cooling metals. This old 
work blenw, curiously into the new, for the cold metallic surfaces 
suggested by Clémendot 6 doubtless play an important part in 
hts procesa of ~ardenmg by compression ; whilst another process, 
t~at of hardenmg by water spray, which is used in oonnection 
w1th the ¡nanufacture of armour-plate, is at least a century old.' 

Probably the earliest reference to the use of mercury as a 

1 
1 

Thedi ~aboratory; or Sclwol of Arts, 6th edition1 1789, p. 126. There is a. 
atcr e tion of 1810. 

: Key to the Ancient Hippocratical Learning, London 1690 p. 68. 
• Á. Course,o/Chymistry, 2nd edition, 1686, p. 181. ' ' 
li T?omson s Ann<;ls of Phílosophy, vol. xii. (1818), p. 68. 
6 

L art de convertir le fer forgt en acier, Paris, 1722, p. 351. 

7 
Comptes Rendus, vol. xciv. (1882)

1 
p. 703. 

Guyton de Morveau 1 Encyc. l,fétlwdique
1 

Paris, 1786
1 

p. 436. 

9 
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cooling fluid is that made by Reaumur; but in no direction has 
the modern development of hardening processcs been more im
portant than in connection ":ith the us~ of bat~s, in w~ich the 
fluid, being a molten metal, 1s not read1ly vapor1~ed. L1sbonne 1 
has shown what remarkable results as regards resIBtance to pene
tration have attended the adoption of ~he process of hardening 
armour-plates in lead baths, which, as Eve_rard 2 • shows, must ~e 
capacious imd not heated above the meltmg-pomt of lead, h1s 
experiments leading to the conclusion that armour-plates so 
quenched in lead are very difficult to penetrate, and present great 
resistance to fracture. 

Internal Constitution of Steel.-The development of theories 
relating to the interna! constitution of steel must now be traced, 
The advent of the Phlogistic school with the teaching of Becher 
and Stahl led to the view that iron gained phlogiston during its 
conversion into steel. By phlogiston the early chemists really 
meant energy, but to them phlogiston was represented to be a 
kind of soul possessed by all metals, which they could lose by 
burning and regain by the process they called "revivication." 
"Hardness [in metals] is caused by the jeiunenesse of the spirit 
and their imparity with the tangible parts," said Francia Bacon; 8 

while, according to Stahl,4 steel was merely iron possessing, in 
virtue of its phlogiston, the characteristics of a metal in a higher 
degree, and this view prevails in the writings of Henckel, New
mann, Cramer, Gellert, Rinman, and Macquer. This opinion 
survived with wonderful persistence, but it did not influence the 
teaching of Réaumur,5 who, in 1722, was the first to suggest a 
physical theory which has been in any way justified by modern 
research. He assumed that when steel was heated, "sulphurs 
and salts" were driven out from the molecules, which he re
presenta diagrammatically, into the interstitial space between 
them. The quencbing of the steel and its sudden cooling pre
vented tbe sulphurs and salts from returning into the molecules, 
which were thus firmly cemented by the matter between them, 
and hard, rigid steel was the result. In tempering, the sulphurs 
and salts partially returned into the molecules, and the metal 
became proportionately soft. He used the Torricellian vacuum 
to demonstrate that the hardeuing of steel is not accompanied by 
the evolution of gas ; and he concluded that "since the hardening 
of steel is neither due to the intervention of a new substance nor 
to the expulsion of air, it only remains to seek its cause in the 
cbanges occurring in its structure." Notwithstanding this, the 

1 Génie ci11il, vol. xiii. {1888), p. 22. 
2 Paper read at the International Congress of Mining and Metallurgy, 

Paris, 1889, 
3 Sylva Sylvarwm, 2nd edition, 1628, p. 215. 
' Fundame7!la Chemi(IJ, part iii. p. 451, quoted by Guyton de Morveau in 

the article "Acier," Ent1JC. Méthodique, p. 421, Paris, 1786. 
0 L'art de CO'lwertir le fer forgé en acier, Paris, 1722, p. 321 et seq. 
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Phlogistic school were not daunted; and this leads directly to the 
work of Torbern Bergman, the great Professor at the University 
of Upsala, who, in 1781, showed 1 that steel mainly differs from 
iron by containing about lTJ per cent. of plumbago, while iron 
does not. Read in connection with modern research, his work 
seems wonderfully advanced. He was so forcibly impressed by 
the fact that the great difference in the mcchanical properties of 
different specimens of iron is due to the presence of small 
quantities of impurity, and that the properties of iron do not 
vary, as he says, unless by chance the iron has gathered foreign 
matter, "nisi forte peregrinum paullo uóerius inluereat metallwm " 
in which sentence there is even the dawn of the view that, und¿r 
the influence of small quantities of foreign matter, iron is as he 
calls it, polymorphous, and plays the part of many metals. '" .Adeo 
ut Jure diii queat, polymorphiim f eri--um plurium simul metallorum 
vices sustinere."_2 Unfortunately he confounded the plumbago or 
carbon he had ISolated with phlogiston, as did Rinman in 1782 
which was strange, because in 177 4 the latter pbysicist had show~ 
that a drop of nitric acid simply whitens wrought iron, but leaves 
a black _stain on steel. Bergman tenaciously held to the phlogistic 
theory m relation to steel ; it was inevitable that he should. 
The true nature of oxidation had been explained ; no wonder that 
the defenders ?f the phlogistic theory should seek to support their 
?aBe by appealmg to the subtle and obscura changes produced in 
1ron by such apparently slight causes. Bergman's view was, 
however, co?1bated by Vander?1onde, Berthollet, and Monge,s 
~ho showed m a report commumcated to the .Académie des Sciences 
m 1786 that the differences between the main varieties of iron is 
determined by variation in the amount of carbon · and further 
~hat _steel must contain a certain quantity of carbo~ in order that 
1t m1ght possess definite qualities. Bergman died in 1784 and 
the report to which reference has been made is ful! of respect for 
"this grand chemist," as its authors call him, "whom science had 
lost too soon." 

Kirwan's essay on Phlogiston,4 in which Bergman's views were 
defended, elicited a reply from Lavoisier himself, and brought 
do':~ the Fre~cb school in strength to contest almost the last 
pos1t10n occup1ed by the believers in phlogiston. 5 

Bergman's was almost the first calorimetric work and it is im
possible to read it without feeling that in payinO' tbe just tribute 
to Lavoisier's genius, Bergman has been overl~ked. He desired 

1
. Opuse'lfla Ph~sica et Chemica, vol iii., Upsala, 1783; De Analysi &rri 

a 11ssertat1on dehvered June 9, 1781. ' 
De Analysi Ferri, p. 4. 

: HÍl;toire de l'A~émie Roya/e des Scie11ces, 1786 (printed 1 i 88), p. 132. 
~ Essa11, on Phlogis/<>7: ~nd the Co1!-9titUfion of f cids, 1787, p. 134. 

Essai sur le Phlogistique tradmt de l Anglais de M. Kiru:an avec des Notes 
dpe ~M. de Mon,eau, Lavoisier, de la Plaa, Monge, Berthollet ;t de Fourcr<ny 

aris, 1788, ' ' 
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to ascertain whether pnre iron, steel, and cast iron contain the 
sama amount of heat. He therefore attacks the materials with a 
solvent, and notes the heat evolved. He says the solvent breaks 
up the assemblage of the aggregation of molecules and forms other 
unions. If the new body demands more heat than the body which 
has been disunited, then the thermometer falla. If, on the other 
hand, the degree of heat required is less, the environment will be 
heated, which will result in the rise of the thermometer. In 
modern language, when a chemical compound is formed, heat is 
evolved and energy is lost, but if one substance, say a metal, 
simply dissolves another, the solution is attended with absorption 
of heat, and the product, when attacked by a suitable solvent, 
should evolve practically the same amount of heat, but certainly 
not less than would be evolved by the individual meta.Is present 
in solution. i This is specially interesting from its relation to the 
calorimetric work of Lavoisier and La.place in 1780, and of Lavoisier 

in 1782, which led him to explain the nature 
cR~~~u. DIAMOND of oxidation, and to show that a metal could 

be as truly calcined or oxidised by the 
action of a solution as by the action of air at an 
elevated temperatura. Now that the importance 
of tbermal cbemistry is beginning to be recog
nised in relation to industrial chemistry and 
metallurgy, it is to be hoped that Bergman's 
merits will be more fully considered. The main 

PLAN point is, that he taught that the ditference 
Frn. 44, between iron and steel consists in the -ft to 

l½ per cent. of carbon which steel contains. 
It was only natural that Black, writing in 1796, should have 

attributed the bardening of steel to the "extrication of latent 
heat," "the abatement of the hardness by the temper" being due, 
he says, "to the restoration of a part of that beat"; 2 still be 
recognised tbat the work of Bergman bad entirely cbanged the 
situation. The next step was made in Franca. It was considered 
necessary to establish the fact that carbon is really the element 
which gives steel its characteristic properties, and with this object 
in view Clonet,8 in 1798, melted a little crucible of iron, weighing 
57·8 grammes, containing a diamond, weighing 0·907 gramme, and 
obtained a fused mass of steel. Fig. 44 shows a plan of the iron 
crucible and diamond from the drawing in Guyton de Morveau's 
paper. 

His experiment was repeated by many observers, but the results 
were open to doubt from tbe fact that furnace gases could always 
obtain access to the iron, and might, as well as the diamond, 

1 See French translation of Bergman's work, París, 1783, p. 72. 
2 Lectures cm th~ Elements of Chemistry, vol. ii. (1803), p. 505. 
3 Experiment described by Guyton de Morveau, Ann. de Chim., vol. xxxi, 

(1799), p. 328. 
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have yielded carbon to the iron. The carbon might havo been 
presented to t~e iron in the form of a gas capable of yielding 
~rbon, and th1s elemeut would as surely have found its way 
mto the steel. 

Margueritte,i for instance, in 1865, repeated Clouet's experi
n:ient, and showed_ tbat although carburisation can be etfected b 
simple ?ontact of 1ron and carbon, it is nevertheless true that ¡~ 
the_ ordmary procesa o~ cementation the gas carbonic oxide plays 
ª':1 1mportant part, wh~ch had until then been overlookod. The 
discovery of Graham,2 m 1866 of the occlusion 
of carbonic oxide by iron, gave ~dditional support + 
to this theory. 

The question, however, of the direct carburisa
tion of iron by the diamond has never been 
doubted since 1815, when a working cutler 
W. H. Pepys, 3 heated iron wire and diamond 
dust together and obtained steel, tbe beat being 
atforde~ by a powerful electric battery. The 
~bsorpt1on of carbon in the diamond form by 
1r_on may be made clear by reference to the 
d1agram (fig. 45), which represents a glass 
vessel, which may either be rendered vacuous 
or may be filled witb an atmosphere of o-as 
through the tube d An iron wire b pla~ed 
between the terminals of a battery e e' is 
~eated to redness, and remains glowing until it 
is touched by pure diamond dust which is 
e~ected by raising the cup a. Th~ iron com
bmes with tbe diamond dust and fuses. 

It must_ not be thought, however, that the 
~teel owes_ its hardn~ss to the passage of diamond 
mto the ,iron as diamond. Margueritte's form • 
of Clouet s experiment may be repeated by using Frn. fo. 

~ vacu:m instead of an atmosphere of gas, and employing the 
ormt ~ ª1,par~tus sho~n in fig. 46, which represents an arrange-

?'1en b ?r eatmg the diamond and iron in vacuc. A strip of pure 
iron is placed between two terminals e e' which are connected with 
ªº elec~nc supply. The vessel (of glas;) is rendered vacuous by 
~onnectmg the tube ~ with a Sprengel pump. The iron is tben 

e~teÍ by a~ electrw current and maintained glowing until all 
occt ed gas is expelled from the iron, which is then allowed to 
coo in_ vac~. Small, pure diamonds a a' a" are then placed on 
~\e stnp of_ iron through the orífice into which the tube d fits 
i O vessel is_ rendered_ vacuous, and when the iron is again heated 
n contact w1th the diamonds it fuses and combines with them. 

1 "Su l'acié at · " 
2 Phi{ T: r ,J~~• Ann. (Jhi1n. et Phys., t. vi., 1865 p. 65. 
' lbid.' 1~rns5, ~-3ª7' Soc., 1866, pp. 399-439. ' 

' 'p. l. 
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The diamond by union with iron has ~assed, partiall;y: at least, to 
the other form of carbon, graphite; while treatment w1th ~ sol~en_t 
which removes the iron shows that carbon has entered mto mt1-
mate association with the iron, a fact which leads us to the next 
step in the study of the rela.tions between carbou an~ iron. . 

Hempel 1 has shown that, in an atmosphere of mtrogen, sohd 
iron appears to assimilate the dia.mond forro of carbon more 
readily than either the graphitic or th~ am~rphous for~s, but 
directly carbon is associated with molten 1ron_ 1t behaves hke tb_e 
protean element it is, and the state which th1s carbon assumes 1s 
influenced by the rate of cooling of the _m_olten mass~ or ev:en by 
the thermal treatment to which the sohdtfied mass 1s subJected. 
As carbon is well known to exist in the distinctive forms of 
diamond, graphite, and soot, it need not be ?º~si~ered stran?e 
that carbon should be capable of being present m mt1mate associa
tion with irou, but in very varied forms. 

The mode of existence of carbon in soft annealed steel is very 
different from that in which it occurs in hard steel. Karsten 

el 

+ 

C' 

Fra. 46. 

was the first to isolate, in 1827, from soft steel, a true compound 
of iron and car bon ; Berthier 2 also separated from soft steel a 
carbide of iron, to which he assigned the formula FeC; and it 
need only be added that Sir F. Abel 3 gave much experimental 
evidence in favour of the existence in cold-rolled steel of a carbide, 
Fe C which he isolated by the slow solvent action of a chromic 
aci~ 'solution. His work has been accepted as conclusive, and 
has been the starting-point of much that has followed. 

Obviously the microscope should reveal wide differences 
between the structure of various kinds of iron and steel : and 
the late Dr Sorby, in his very delicate investigations into the 
structure of steel,4 has shown that this is the case, the point of 
main importance being the existence of a substance which Sorby 
called the " pearly constituent " in soft steel. This pearly con
stituent is closely related to the carbide of iron, Fe~C, of Abe!, 
aud is a mechanical mixture of Fe3C and pure iron. Its presence 

1 Ber. dei·. deutsclt. cltem. Gesellschaft, vol. xviii. (1885), p. 998. 
2 Ann. des Mines, vol. iii. (1833), p. 229. 
3 Proc. fast. J[eclt. Eng. (1883), p. 56. 
• Journ. Iron and Steel Inst. , N o. 1 (1887), p. 255. 
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is diagrammatically indicated in fig. 47. The diagram will serve 
for the purpose of illustration to indicate the appearanco when 
soft, hardened, and tempered steel are respectively treated with 
a solvent which acts gently on the mass. 

The late M:. Osmond prepared the following micro-sections of 
different varieties of steel expressly for this volume. The degree 
of carburisation varíes from 0·45 to l ·60 per cent. of carbon, and 
the thermal treatment of the steel was in all cases different. 

/RON ANO OARBON. 
(0·2 to 1·5 per ~ent of CIIRBON.) 

Heated to bright redness. 

8/otJJ/y cooled. 
11

8 T" 

Quickly cooled, 

CONTA/NS 
·carbide-carbon. 

Fe, C, 
Mechanically mixed. __ . 

''HA o" 
ppearance of metal whe 
etched with a soluent, 

Fra. 47. 

- , CONT~/NS 
Harden,ng 
carbon, 

The method of preparing such micro-photographs is described on 
p. 213, and it must be remembered that the preparation and 
interpretation of such sections demanda much experience. It is 
necessary to state at the outset that, in accordance with a sug
gestion made by Howe, mineralogical names have been given to 
the various constituents of steel, in order to facilitate their identi
fication. For micrographic purposes steel is viewed as if it were 
a rock with various minerals distributed through it. Thus iron 
free from carbon is called Ferrite, and is left white and brilliant 
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when the polished specimen i1,1 lreated with a solution of iodine or 
picric acid. Strong nitric a.cid also does not stain it, but the use 
of this reagent is not to be recommended to beginners in micro
graphic investigation. 

Cementite, another coustitucnt of steel, is a carbide which cor
responda to the formula Fe3C. It rcmains bright after the 
polished section of steel is attacked by iodine solution. It is hard, 
and stands in relief when the steel is polishcd with the finest 
rouge on parchment placed on a soft support such as wood. 

Pearlite is an intima.te mixture of ferrite and ccmentite; it is 
a vcry characteristic constituent of steel which has been slowly 
cooled from a high temperature, and if the steel contains 0·9 per 
cent. of carbon the mass will consist wholly of pearlite. It may 
be coloured dark by iodine solution, and its presence is best 
revealed when the steel is polished in relief by the method which 
has just been indicated, or treated with a 5 pcr cent. solution of 
picric acid in alcohol. Pearlite may exist in severa! conditions in 
steel, according to the rate at which the metal has cooled down ; 
granular pcarlite is obtained after fairly rapid cooling, laminated 
pearlite after very slow cooling, in which case the strire are 
alternately hard and soft, and segregated pearlite after extremely 
slow cooling, in which case the parallel strire disappear and the 
Fe8C forms irregular massive segregations. 

Martemite is the very hard micro-constituent of which hardened 
steel consists. It appears like a system of interlacing crystal
line fibres. This structure is well developed by the polish attack. 
According to Sauveur, this consista of a solution of carhon in {3 iron. 

Troostite, 1 according to Osmond, is an intermedia.te structurc 
which occurs on the transformation of martensite into pcarlite, 
and vice versli. This is obtaincd on quenching specimcns during 
the critica! range of temperatura; it is easily recognised on 
etching with HCl in alcohol (1 to 100), as it colours dark, while 
martensite remains unaffected. According to Sauveur, this con
sista of a solution of carbon in a. iron. 

Sarbite,1 according to Osmond, is a transition st,..ucture which 
occurs between troostite and pearlite, but is now generally con
sidcred to be granular or sorbitic pearlite (emulsified pearlite of 
Arnold). It is obtained by cooling small samples in thc air, or 
by quenching in molten lead. 

A1utenite is a constituent first identified by Osmond in high 
carbon steel which had been quenched from a high temperature 
in iced brine; 2 this has no well-defined structure, and is cousidered 
by Sauveur to be a solution of carbon in y iron. 

As M. Osmond pointcd out, the two reagents, a solution of 
iodine or an infusion of liquorice, enable the micro-structures of 
steel to be divided into two groups, in both of which, however, 

1 See special note on page 161. 
2 Comptes &ndus, vol. cxxi., 1895, p. 684. 
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martensite finds a place. These groups are (a) not coloured by 
infusion of liquorice-ferrite, cementite, and martensite; (b) 
coloured by liquorice-martensite, troostite, or sorbite. Marteu
site, which only assumes a yellowish tinge, may be recognised 
by its crystalline form. A dilute solution of iodine will, moreover, 
by acting on a polished surface, enablc the structures to be again 
divided. Those which are not coloured by iodine are ferrite or 
cementitc, while those which are coloured are sorbite, troostite, 
or martensite. Thesc reagents, howevcr, ha.ve been more or less 
snperseded by such solutions as nitric or picric acids in alcohol; 
with the latter, the ferrite is not attacked or coloured, and thc 
mottled appearance often caused by nitric a.cid is avoided. Le 
Chatelier uses a boiling alkaline solution of picric acid containing 
25 per cent. Na.OH and 2 per cent. picric a.cid to distinguish 
cementite from other coustituents, this being the only one to be 
coloured by the solution. 

In order to distinguish troostitic and sorbitic structures from 
others, a freshly prepared solntion of the following composition 
is used : 1 part of a 4 per cent. nitric acid solntion in acetic 
anhydride is added to 3 parts of a solntion made up of equal parts 
of methyl, ethyl, and iso-amyl alcohols. This solution colours 
only troostite and sorbite in ten minutes. 

Ali the micro-sections of which the following photographs are 
given were magnified 1000 diameters. With the exception of fig. 
52, they were all prepared by polishing and treatment with tho 
infusion of liqnoricc. Fig. 52 was simply polished in relief on a 
soft base. 

Figs. 48, 49, 50, 51 represent steel which contains 0·45 per cent. 
of carhon. Fig. 48 represents this variety of steel which has 
been forged and annealed at a temperature of 750º. It shows 
ferrite aud pearlite, ccrtain portions of the pearlite passing into 
sorbite. There are also a few grains of entangled slag. Fig. 49 
shows the same variety of steel after it has been heated to 730º 
and quenchcd immediately in water. It coutains troostite, ferrite, 
aud martensite. Fig. 50 shows the structure produced by heating 
the same steel to 825º, allowing it to cool slowly from 825º to 
720º, and then qnenching it in water. The section after such 
treatment consists of martcnsite. Last, as regards this variety 
of steel, in fig. 51 the heating and quenching were effected at 
the same temperatures as in the case of fig. 50, but the steel was 
subsequently tempered, and the micro-section shows a confused 
structure without indicatiug the prescnce of definite constituents. 

Figs. 52 aud 53 were taken on micro-sections of steel which 
contain _l ·24 to l ·5 per cent. of carbon. Fig. 52 consista mainly 
of pearlite. M. Osmond informed me that in the portion actually 
photographed the percentage of carbon probably fell below l ·24 
per cent., as free cementite was absent, but it may be tbat the 
steel had not been cooled with sufficient slowness from a high 
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temperature. In fig. 53, steel which has been cooled slowly, 
cementite and pearlite are both present. 

Figs. 54 and 55 are very interesting. They represent steel 
containing from l ·5 to l ·6 per cent. of carbon- such a variety 
of steel, in fact, as would be produced by the ordinary operation 
of cementation. Fig. 54: represents a specimen which has been 
cooled in air, that is, more or less rapidly, but it has not been 
quenched, and contains cementite and sorbite, which in certain 
portions passes into pearlite, while tig. 55 has been heated and 
quenched at 1000º in iced water. It contains austenite and 
possibly sorne martensite. The austenite is the lighter constituent, 
the darker being probably martensite. 

In all the cases represented in fig. 56 analysis would indica.te 
the presence of precisely the same amount of carbon, l ·5 per 
cent. The series begins with a section revealing the structure 
of the metal when in the state of forged blister steel. This 
section is the circular disc in the centre of the series. In No. 1 
the steel has been heated to 1000º, worked and slowly cooled. 
In it the carbide occurs in confluent masses, the groundwork 
being made up of alternate bands of iron and carbide, so that the 
structure resembles mother of pearl, the association being called 
"pearlite." In No. 2 tbe same steel has been heated to 850º 
and quickly cooled in air. The confluent masses have to soma 
extent disappeared, and there is a ground work of carbide in the 
distinct form, to which the name "sorbite" has been given. In 
No. 3 the same steel has been heated to 850º and queuched in 
water, and has thereby been "hardened," and the resulting 
structure is minutely acicular, the product being called "marten
site." In No. 4: the interest deepens: the same steel has been 
heated to 1050º, and quenched, not in water, but in iced brine. 
The result is totally different from " martensite" ; there are 
broad chevron-like bands of "martensite," enclosing lighter and 
much softer portions, to which the name of "austenite" was given 
by its distinguished discoverer, M. Osmond; but this result 
hardly prepares us for what happens when the steel is still 
further cooled by placing it in liquid air, thereby cooling it to 
-24:3º. The material, as No. 5 shows, swells up and becomes 
martensite or something very like it, forming a fern-like structure 
of singular beauty. Iu No. 6 the treatment has resulted in 
partial reversion to the original structure, but the metal has 
been quenched from a temperature near its melting-point, 
and what is kuown as a "burnt" steel is the product. No. 7 
shows the result of annealing the original steel at a tempera
ture of 650º for a long time, followed by slow cooling ; the 
result is better developed bands of cementite, Fe8C, and of the 
groundwork of pearlite, than in the specimen No. l. Finally, 
by heating any of the specimens, except No. 6, to 850º, working 
them, and allowing them to cool slowly, the structure witb 
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MICRO·SECTIO~S OF DIFFERF.NT VARIETIES OF STEEL. 

Fw. 48.-0'45 C. Steel. Annealed, showing Pearlite and Ferrite. 

Fir. . 49. - 0•45 C. Steel. _Quenched at 730º C., showing Troostite, 
Fernte, and :Martensite. 
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M lCJW·SECTIONS OF DIFFEKENT Y AIIIEºI IES OF STEEL. 

~'w. f,0.-0·45 C. Steel. Quenched, showing Martensite. 

FrG. 51. -Sa111e as abo ve, but tempered after quenching. 
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MICRO-SECTIONS OF DIFFERKNT VARIKTIE$ OF STKEL. 

Frn. 52.-I ·O C. Steel, slowly cooled, sbowing Pearlite. 

F1c. 53.-1 '5 C. Steel, slowly cooled, sbowing Pearlite and Cementite. 


